Abstract-A new coding technique is proposed that translates user information into a constrained sequence using very long codewords. Huge error propagation resulting from the use of long codewords is avoided by reversing the conventional hierarchy of the error control code and the constrained code. The new technique is exemplified by focusing on (d; k)-constrained codes. A storage-effective enumerative encoding scheme is proposed for translating user data into long dk sequences and vice versa. For dk runlength-limited codes, estimates are given of the relationship between coding efficiency versus encoder and decoder complexity. We will show that for most common d; k values, a code rate of less than 0.5% below channel capacity can be obtained by using hardware mainly consisting of a ROM lookup 
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONSTRAINED codes have been used extensively in recording products and in data transmission. In a stateof-the-art recorder (see Fig. 1 ) the channel encoder translates source data plus error-correction (parity check) symbols into a sequence that complies with the channel constraints imposed.
In virtually all recording systems in the market, the error correction code (ECC) is based on Reed-Solomon codes [1] . There are, however, many flavors in channel codes. Notably, spectral shaping and runlength-limited codes have found widespread usage in consumer-type recording systems such as Compact Disc, DAT, DVC, etc. [2] . Since only a limited repertoire of sequences is used, the rate of a code that transforms input data into a constrained sequence is by necessity less than unity. The maximum information rate given the channel input constraints is called the Shannon capacity of the input-constrained noiseless channel. A good channel code embodiment realizes a code rate that is close to the Shannon capacity of the constrained channel, uses a simple implementation, and avoids the propagation of errors at the decoding process, or, more realistically, a code with a compromise between these competing attributes.
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For reasons of hardware and error propagation [3] , current channel code implementations are very often small and byteoriented. The efficiency of such small codes, in terms of channel capacity, is typically less than 97% [2] . In accordance with the adage "The bigger the better," a greater code efficiency can only be realized by codes with codewords that are much longer than currently in use. Although we know how to construct such efficient codes in theory, the key obstacle to practically approaching channel capacity is the massive hardware required for encoding and decoding, as hardware grows with the number of codewords used, i.e., exponentially with the codeword length. The encoding and decoding massiveness can be solved by using a technique called enumeration [4] . The enumerative coding technique makes it possible to translate source words into codewords and vice versa by invoking an algorithmic procedure rather than performing the translation with a lookup table. The second drawback of the use of long codewords, which still remains, namely, the risk of extreme error propagation, precluded its usage in practical systems. Single channel bit errors may result in error propagation which could corrupt the entire data in the decoded word, and, of course, the longer the codeword the greater the number of data symbols affected.
The new technique to be discussed below offers a stepby-step method to solve the practical problems pertaining to the usage of long constrained codewords. As a result, the new technique makes it possible to employ codes having very large codewords thereby approaching the capacity of the constrained channel. We start with a description of the new coding format in relation to error correction coding and we propose a new technique for avoiding massive error propagation. We envision that this technique can be used in conjunction with any constrained code, but in this paper we have chosen to exemplify the new technique by focusing on -constrained codes. To that end, we briefly outline the relevant prior art of -constrained block codes, followed in Section IV with a description of a new and storage-effective enumeration technique of -constrained codes. In Section V, we will give special attention to the relationship between the hardware requirements and the efficiency of long codes. Two new codes are given to illustrate the new construction method.
II. FIGURE 1 REVISITED
As suggested by Bliss [5] , and recently Mansuripur [6] , we propose to solve the error propagation problem inherent in the usage of long channel codewords by reversing the normal 0018-9448/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE conventional hierarchy of the error correction and channel codes shown in Fig. 1 . A block diagram of Bliss' encoding scheme is shown in Fig. 2 .
In Bliss' coding hierarchy, a first channel encoder translates blocks of user data into codewords that obey the prescribed channel constraints. The constrained codewords, in turn, are treated as binary input data of an error-correcting code in the usual fashion. In a byte-oriented error control code, such as the popular Reed-Solomon (RS) code, the constrained codewords are partitioned into bytes and the parity bytes generated are affixed to the end (or beginning) of the constrained codeword. The parity bytes generated do not, in general, obey the prescribed constraints and must therefore be modified by a second channel code. Note that provisions have to be made so as to be able to efficiently concatenate the coded segments generated by the first and second channel code.
At the receiver's site, we start with the decoding of the parity bytes. Subsequently, following the rules of the ECC at hand, we correct possible errors in the parity words or the first channel codeword. Thereafter, we decode the first channel code. Error propagation during decoding of the first channel code is irrelevant as it is assumed that all transmission errors made can be corrected by the ECC. This property opens the door to using codes with long codewords without the risk, as in the Fig. 1 configuration, of extreme error propagation. The quintessence of Bliss' scheme is that the first channel code can be made very efficient as it uses very long codewords. The second channel code may be any readily available code having the (low) efficiency of standard constrained codes. As the number of parity bits is normally a small fraction of the number of input bits, the lower efficiency of the second channel code has a relatively small bearing on the overall efficiency. Note that it is important that the error propagation of the second channel code is limited to a few bits, preferably to a single byte in a byte-oriented system. In principle, simple codes developed with the aid of the state-splitting algorithm can be used. There are two flaws in Bliss' scheme making it unattractive in certain applications.
In Bliss' scheme, the ECC code has the constrained sequence as an input. As the constrained sequence is by necessity redundant, we do not fully exploit the capability of the ECC. As a result, we may discern two difficulties. Assume the ECC can correct bursts of errors of at most symbols. Then, assuming a error burst occurs in the block generated by the first channel code, the ECC is able to correct the constrained sequence of symbols. This corresponds with an error burst of length approximately user symbols, where is the rate of the first constrained code. As the same ECC would have corrected user symbols in the conventional code configuration, we conclude that in Bliss' scheme a loss by a factor of in maximum burst error correcting capability is incurred. Secondly, in Bliss' scheme the ECC faces an input sequence whose length is expanded by a factor of with respect to the equivalent one in the conventional, " Fig. 1 ," coding scheme. As the length of the input sequence must be smaller than the maximum imposed by the (RS) code at hand, we may sacrifice design freedom, which could result in loss of code performance. An analysis of Bliss' scheme is presented by Fan and Calderbank [7] .
The above drawbacks of Bliss' scheme can be solved by reconfiguring the codes and defining a third intermediate coding layer. Essentially, in the new configuration the redundancy of the constrained sequence is removed by a lossless compression step before the sequence is forwarded to the ECC code. By definition, the most efficient lossless compression can be done by the first channel decoder (and retrieving the source data again), but this pointless case has the drawback of error propagation. Therefore, we apply a less efficient lossless compression with limited error propagation. This can, for example, be accomplished with the aid of a fixed one-to-one block mapping. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the new encoding configuration. The constrained sequence is partitioned into blocks of bits before it is forwarded to the ECC. The block length is chosen as large as possible on the understanding that the number of distinct constrained sequences of length is not larger than the field size of the symbol error-correcting code
In practice this is usually a byte-oriented code, thus
It is therefore possible to define a one-to-one mapping between the -tuples and the ECC symbols. Using a small lookup table , or enumeration, the -tuples can be unambiguously translated into a sequence of bytes which, in turn, is used as the input of the RS encoder. As in the Bliss' scheme, the parity check bytes are translated by a second channel code. The constrained sequences generated by the first and second channel codes are cascaded and transmitted. As a result of the compression operation, we may expect that the number of bytes entering the ECC is smaller than the number of bytes that enter the ECC in the original Bliss' scheme, but larger than the original number of source bytes. Let denote the rate of the compression stage, then the expansion factor is , namely, the quotient of the lengths of the compressed sequence and the source sequence. The effectiveness of the compression scheme depends on the channel constraints at hand and the particular choices of the length of the codewords. Two worked examples of constrained codes plus the lossless compression schemes and their efficiency are presented in Section VI-A. In the two examples shown, the expansion factor is and , respectively. At the receiver's site, the retrieved sequence is decoded in a few steps (see Fig. 4 ). First, the parity symbols are simply found under the decoding rules of the second channel decoder. Then, the first constrained sequence is chopped into -tuples, which using the lookup table are translated into an intermediate sequence of ECC symbols, say bytes. The intermediate sequence and the parity symbols may contain transmission errors, which can be corrected with the aid of the ECC. After this ECC decoding operation, the corrected intermediate sequence of symbols is translated again into a constrained sequence using the inverse of the lookup At this level, it can reasonably be assumed that the corrected constrained sequence is error-free. Next, decoding of this sequence takes place using the first channel decoder, and, finally, the retrieved message can be delivered to the recipient. Note that the additional translation into the constrained sequence using the inverse of the lookup makes it possible to use the decoding algorithm. We could contemplate reinvesting (part of) the profit realized by using an efficient recording code in an improvement of the burst error correcting capability of the ECC. The various tradeoffs are the province of the system architect and are thus beyond the scope of this paper.
The new coding configuration can be used in conjunction with channels having any type of channel constraint. We will by way of example illustrate the effectiveness of the new technique by focusing on -constrained codes. As an introduction to this matter, the next section will provide a brief overview of relevant constructions of -constrained block codes.
III. LONG -CONSTRAINED BLOCK CODES
A -limited (binary) sequence, sequence for short, simultaneously satisfies the following two conditions: 1) constraint-two logical "ones" are separated by a run of consecutive "zeros" of length at least and 2) constraint-any run of consecutive "zeros" is of length at most If only condition 1) is satisfied, the sequence is said to be -limited (with ), and will be termed -sequence. Similarly, if only condition 2) is satisfied the sequence is said to be -limited. Below we will show that the systematic design of long constrained codes is feasible with block codes. It is obvious that when the codeword length is large, the encoder/decoder mapping should be such that they can be implemented by an algorithmic procedure rather than by table lookup. Block-code constructions that can be used in conjunction with such an algorithm have been presented by Tang and Bahl [8] , Beenker and Immink [9] , Gu and Fuja [10] , and Immink [11] . A survey and comparison of the various block-code constructions have been given by Abdel-Ghaffar and Weber [12] . Gu and Fuja's method is optimal: no other block code can achieve a higher rate. Recently, Immink [11] presented a code construction which is "almost" block-decodable. Gu and Fuja [10] showed that Beenker and Immink's "Construction 2" is optimal for and Construction 2 is not optimal for Construction 2, though not optimal for all parameters, has the advantage that only one table is needed plus simple logic to cascade the sequences. Below we will briefly discuss the various block-code constructions. To be able to do so we need a definition.
Definition: A sequence is a sequence with additional constraints on the number of leading and trailing zeros:
1) constraint-the number of consecutive leading "zeros" of the sequence, that is, the number of "zeros" preceding the first "one," is at most 2)
constraint-the number of consecutive trailing "zeros" of the sequence, that is, the number of "zeros" succeeding the last "one," is at most Finite-length sequences cannot in general be cascaded without offending the given constraints at the boundaries. Inserting a number of "merging" bits between adjoining sequences makes it possible to preserve the and constraints. Cascading (merging) can be done with the following constructions [9] .
Construction 1:
Choose the parameters and such that , and let the number of merging bits be Every message is associated with a sequence of length As a direct result of the judicious choice of and , the sequences can be freely cascaded without violating the specified and constraints, provided the merging bits are all set to "zero." The number of sequences is maximized if and are and , where means the largest integer in a nonnegative number Construction 2: Choose the parameters and such that and Let and Then the sequences can be cascaded without violating the specified constraints if the merging bits are judiciously chosen [9] .
Construction 3:
Choose the parameters and and let the number of merging bits be
We have to choose so that The parameters and are specified by
The set of permitted codewords is maximized if and Then the sequences of length , excluding the words and , can be cascaded with a simple rule [11] .
Codes constructed with Constructions 1 and 2 are blockdecodable as the original sequences remain unchanged during the merging process. Decoding is done by observing the bits of the codewords that have a one-to-one relationship with the source words. The merging bits do not contain relevant information for the decoder, and are therefore skipped. In contrast to both Constructions 1 and 2, decoding is done in Construction 3 by observing bits of the received word plus the pivot bits preceding and succeeding the actual codeword.
In the next section, we will discuss an algorithm for encoding and decoding sequences. The algorithm, called enumeration, is an essential part of the new coding method.
IV. CODING AND DECODING USING ENUMERATION
The translation of input data into constrained sequences and vice versa using enumeration has a long history [13] . The first encoder using enumeration was patented by Labin and Aigrain [14] in 1951. The inventors described a mechanism for translating user data into 35 binary codewords each having 3 out of 7 "ones." It is not known if this has been put to any practical use. In 1965, Kautz [15] presented an enumeration scheme for coding -constrained sequences, followed, in 1970, by a general enumeration scheme of -constrained sequences by Tang and Bahl [8] . The description of the enumeration method given below is due to Cover [4] .
Let denote the set of binary sequences of length and let be any (constrained) subset of
The set can be ordered lexicographically as follows: if and , then is called less than , in short,
, if there exists an such that and For example, " " " ." The position of in the lexicographical ordering of is defined to be the rank of , denoted by , i.e., is the number of all in with Let be the number of elements in for which the first coordinates are
The rank of can be obtained by using (1) Cover's enumeration scheme needs approximately weights for encoding and decoding sequences because only depends on the last bits. An alternative of the above enumeration scheme can be given by counting the number of elements of that have a lexicographic index higher than , the inverse rank of . The inverse rank of is given by (2) where , the complement of In the next section, taken from [16] , we will apply the above theory to the enumeration of sequences. We will first give an algorithm for enumerating -constrained sequences for which the length of the leading zero-run is not constrained. From the results obtained, enumeration of sequences follows easily.
A. Encoding and Decoding of Sequences
We introduce some notations that will facilitate the use of (2). Given a -codeword , let Denote by the number of -constrained sequences of length whose first element equals . We define the quantity as the length of the trailing zero-run of the subvector if it is not the all-zero sequence. In words, the inverse rank of can be obtained by summing the appropriate weight of each "zero" of that is either contained in the leading zero-run or is preceded by at least "zeros." Clearly, -sequences having more than leading "zeros" have lower lexicographic indexes than sequences. Therefore their inverse rank is higher. If we denote by the codeword having the highest inverse rank in , then the set of inverse ranks corresponds to the set of all -codewords of length Proposition 1 provides the algorithm for decoding sequences which can easily be translated into pseudocode. The pseudocode of the encoding operation, i.e., given the inverse lexicographic index find the corresponding , is written below. The computation of the weights is an exercise in combinatorics. An elegant computational method, which makes it possible to accurately approximate for large values of , is based on generating functions (see Section V-A). Here we opt for a simple counting argument.
To that end, let be the number of sequences that start and end with a " ." Then the following recursions are immediate:
The number of -constrained sequences of length is simply (4) For we may verify the following recursion:
B. Enumeration Using Floating-Point Arithmetic
With the enumeration algorithm discussed above we have, in principle, paved the way for a practical solution of the translation problem. However, a quick look at the hardware requirements will reveal that the method is not (yet) feasible. The hardware for implementing the enumeration algorithm comprises a (binary) adder, a subtracter, a comparator, and a lookup table of the precomputed set of weights
The binary fixed-point representation of a single weight requires bits per weight, where is a constant, which is approximately equal to the rate of the code. For the overall scheme, we need therefore a memory unit whose capacity grows proportional to , which is prohibitive for the long codewords we have in mind. A second drawback of straightforward enumeration is that the additions in forming the weighted sum of the received binary word requires a double carry, which complicates the structure of a parallel adder. This renders the conversion of the adder from a parallel into a simple serial form practically impossible.
Next we will develop an enumeration method where the weights are specified in finite-precision floating-point notation. The floating-point notation is convenient for representing numbers that differ many orders of magnitude. In this notation, each weight is represented by bits, and as a result, the hardware required for storage grows linearly with the codeword length
The penalty attached to the finite-precision representation of the weights is that it will entail a (small) loss in code rate. A quantitative tradeoff between the precision of the number representation and concomitant code redundancy will be detailed in the next section.
We employ a two-part radix-representation to express the weight where and are nonnegative integers. The two components and are usually called mantissa and exponent of the integer , respectively. The translation of a weight into is easily accomplished. It is assumed that the exponent of each weight is represented by bits. With the following procedure we ensure that the mantissa is represented by a specified number of bits, which we denote by Each weight is thus represented by bits. There are various techniques such as rounding and truncation for translating fixed-point into floating-point representations. We will choose here a truncation operation; as it is, as we will show later, compatible with the basic enumeration algorithms.
Let be one of the weights It is well known that the nonnegative integer can be uniquely represented by a binary -tuple where
The binary -tuple is called the binary fixed-point representation of Let be the position of the leading "one" element of Then the -bit truncation of , denoted by (6) can be represented in binary floating-point representation whose mantissa requires at most nonzero bits.
If the above finite-precision arithmetic is used in the enumeration algorithms we must modify the set of weights developed in the previous section. To that end, let denote the number of sequences of length starting with a " " that can be encoded with -bit mantissa representation, then (7) For clerical convenience, it is assumed that , i.e., they can be represented by a mantissa of bits; otherwise, more bookkeeping is required. The encoding and decoding algorithms developed in the previous section can be employed directly by using the "truncated" coefficients in lieu of The enumeration algorithm itself remains unchanged. The effect on the set of codewords will be that recursively the highest ranking words of length are discarded from the set of all lexicographically ordered sequences starting with a " ."
V. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
It is of great engineering interest to know for what codeword length the rate of a code approaches channel capacity to within some small value, say 0.1%. To that end, we will, in this section, compute the penalties on code redundancy of both finite codeword length and finite precision of the weights. We start with an analysis of the effects of finite codeword length.
A. How Long is Long Enough?
The number of words, , of length , available in one of the three block-code constructions described in Section III equals the coefficient of the following generating function [17] : (8) The parameters and are stipulated by the construction recipe where denotes Construction 1, 2, or 3, respectively. For large codeword length , the number of codewords can be approximated by (9) where is the largest real root of the characteristic equation (10) and the constant , which is independent of , equals (11) Note that the channel capacity satisfies
Forsberg [17] found after evaluating many examples by computer experiments that the accuracy of (9) is surprisingly good. The rate of an implemented code is The terms C 1; C2; and C 3 are short for Constructions 1, 2, and 3.
The difference between capacity and rate of the code is (13) In Table I we have collected results of computations. From Table I we conclude that for the parameters of most practical interest the constant is in the range Thus a codeword length of approximately suffices to approach capacity to within 0.2-0.5%. As an example, we have computed as a function of the codeword length Results of computations are shown in Fig. 5 . The diagram shows points for byte-oriented codes, i.e., codes whose source word length is a multiple of eight. We restricted ourselves to byte-oriented codes to fit standard memory and code hardware.
B. Effects of Finite-Precision Arithmetic
Using finite precision of the weights representation (truncation) will result in coding loss as available words must be discarded. In this subsection we will study quantitatively the coding loss.
The number of sequences of a length that start with a " ," equals (see (5)) The number of sequences grows exponentially with , the growth factor being Recall that for sufficiently large , the number of sequences of length that can be encoded using a -bit mantissa representation is (14) Conceptually, the computation of the growth factor of and the capacity becomes very simple if we notice that the sequence behavior of the -bit mantissa of versus can be described in terms of an autonomous finite-state machine. The characteristic functions describing the sequence behavior of the finite-state machine are implied by the recursive equation (14) . After a little thought the following Proposition will become clear. The channel capacity is C (2; 15) = 0:5501: The diagram shows points for byte-oriented codes, i.e., codes whose source word length log 2 bNc(n)c is a multiple of eight. The "raggedness" of the curve is caused by the truncation to the nearest power of two. 
Proposition 2:
The capacity is rational. Proof: From the theory of feedback registers [18] we know that the sequence of the mantissa of will ultimately become (and remain) periodic. That is, there are integers and such that (15) In other words, per-cycle period of length , the number of sequences increases with a fixed factor, which is equal to a power of two From the above it is immediate that
The theory of feedback registers [18] stipulates that the cycle period must be smaller than As this number is huge in the range of parameters of practical interest, we are inclined to believe that Proposition 2 is not of great practical interest. However, results of a computer search, which are listed in Table II , reveal that relatively small cycle periods are surprisingly frequent.
Though the above method for computing the capacity has the virtues of precision and efficiency, it does not provide a very useful relationship between and the capacity loss Here, following the heuristic analysis by Janssen, we try to obtain a relatively simple relationship without computer search.
Essentially, the loss in the number of sequences at each step of the recursion is modeled as a random process. At each step we assume that, on average, a fixed portion of the number of sequences is lost. We linearize the nonlinear recursion (14) by (17) Note that it is a rather delicate matter whether we indeed can assume that the and have the same asymptotic behavior. A more sophisticated approach would require to consider the that have at most nonzero bits to be generated by a finite-state machine, and to compute stationary distributions. This, however, is outside the scope of this paper. The limiting average relative truncation error is given by with an integer random variable, assumed to be uniformly distributed on By elementary means it can be shown that
The characteristic equation pertaining to the recursion (17) equals (18) The difference between the largest root of (18) and (10) in the working range which means that the loss in capacity resulting from the truncation of the weights can be simply approximated by (19) A numerical comparison of the above result with the outcome of the method of computing the cycle time revealed that (19) can serve as a reliable rule of thumb.
The combined effects of the truncation and the finite codeword length on the achievable rate can be conveniently approximated by (20) If both design parameters are chosen such that their relative effect on the rate loss is equal, i.e., , then we find the following fundamental relationship between hardware (storage) requirements and efficiency of a (long) code:
Preferably a ROM is used as a lookup table. Then the number of ROM output bits is one less than the number of input bits We found that, to some extent, the above results do not depend on the specified runlength parameters and As a rule of thumb, we may safely conclude that we can design in the main case of practical interest, where any -constrained code whose rate is only 0.1% below capacity with the aid of a ROM lookup table having 10 input and 9 output bits. In other words, with a hardware of 1-kByte ROM one can construct a block code whose rate practically equals channel capacity. In the above analysis it is tacitly assumed that storage is only needed for the mantissa of the weights. The exponent of the weights must also be stored, but as this additional storage is proportional to , it is neglected. It should be appreciated that often a significant saving in storage hardware can simply be realized by noting that the mantissa of the weights ultimately becomes periodic. By a judicious choice of and we may attempt to reduce the hardware requirements by minimizing the cycle period. Table  II reveals that short cycle periods (and thus small storage hardware) are possible for values of and of practical interest. How to systematically approach the minimization of the cycle period is not clear yet.
In the above, it is assumed that the set of weights is precalculated and stored in ROM. Alternatively, it is, of course, feasible to compute the set of weights "on-the-fly" as the computation of a weight requires at most floatingpoint additions. Unfortunately, this is only of potential benefit during the decoding process. Note that during encoding the algorithm calls the largest weights first, while the computation of the weights starts with the smallest weights.
VI. WORKED EXAMPLES
The effectiveness of the new technique will be illustrated by a few worked examples.
A. Alternatives to Standard Codes
In this subsection, we will compare codes contructed by the new coding technique with traditional sliding-block codes: the rate , code and the rate , code [19] , which have been used in magnetic disk drives. The maximum runlength constraint is imposed to restrict the maximum time between two consecutive transitions in the recorded signal. The constraint can be relaxed to improve the code rate. Practical values are for the code and for the as a further increase would lead to at most 0.2% saving in rate. Using Construction 2, it is straightforward to design a rate , code, The efficiency of this code,
The saving in code rate offers a serviceable 3.5% increase in storage capacity compared to its traditional predecessor. Assume this scheme is used in conjunction with a byte-oriented RS code. Prior to forwarding the constrained sequence to the ECC it is compressed. It can easily be verified that is the largest word length for which the number of sequences of a length is less or equal . Thus the compression scheme translates the 371-bit sequence into bytes. The expansion of the ECC input sequence, with respect to the conventional " Fig. 1 " configuration, is thus Using Construction 3, it is possible to design the alternative rate , code, The efficiency of this code,
The rate of the new code is almost 10% larger than that of the traditional code. A possible lossless compression scheme has an input word length Then the 466-bit input sequence is translated into bytes, which results in an expansion factor of Alternatively, we may opt for a more complex compression scheme, which translates bits into 2 bytes. This results in a smaller expansion factor, , but the increased error propagation (a single channel bit error may result in two decoded byte errors) puts an extra load on the ECC. The trading of the various parameters is a subtle matter requiring more study. The hardware requirements of both codes are, considering the potential of current electronics technology, quite moderate. Perusal of Table II shows that both codes have parameters that lead to small cycle periods, which, in turn, can be exploited to reduce the size of the lookup table. For example, for the rate , code we find a cycle time Including the "preamble" weights we require room for 52 weights instead of 370 weights in case of the straightforward implementation. In the next section we will focus on coding -constrained sequences.
B. Application to -Constrained Sequences
The capacity equals , where is the largest root of [2] (22)
For sufficiently large , we derive so that (23) Table III lists the redundancy  versus the runlength  parameter In Table IV we have listed the maximum codeword length , and redundancy as a function of the maximum runlength parameter when the coefficients are not truncated.
In order to maximize the number of words, we have set and (see [17] ). We see that the redundancy required is very close to the bound listed in Table III. The effect of weight truncation can be seen in Table V , where we have listed the maximum codeword length and redundancy as a function of the runlength parameter The redundancy is only slightly larger than in the case of full representation of the weights (see Table II ). In the special case, , we find that mantissa and exponent of the floating-point representation of the weights are simple functions (25) where The expressions for are too involved and therefore omitted.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new configuration of codes that makes it possible to use long constrained codewords without the risk of massive error propagation. To illustrate the effectiveness of the new configuration we have studied long -constrained codes. We have introduced a scheme of enumerative coding of sequences using floating-point arithmetic. This scheme offers, for long codewords, a significant advantage in storage requirements. A simple relationship between coding efficiency versus encoding or decoding hardware (storage) has been derived. For most common constraints, we found that a code rate of less than 0.5% below channel capacity can be obtained by using hardware consisting of a ROM lookup table of 1 kbyte. For selected values of and , we can exploit the structure (periodicity) of the weights, which lead to significant savings in storage requirements. As an illustrative numerical example we presented a rate , block code, which provides a serviceable 10% increase in rate with respect to its traditional rate , counterpart.
